Important GG Information Dump

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=18gU4HSkW9Y

This is a video over 3 hours long. There is a lot of information involved. There is also a 32GB torrent included on the youtube page. There have been /pol/acks involved in digging up a lot of this information.

Topics touched include how deep the rabbit hole goes in the gaming industry.

This is not just about gaming journalism anymore

This touches on mind control of children, connection to DIA, DIGRA, DARPA, Microsoft research to name a few.

There has been a concerted effort to subvert minds for a certain narrative and agenda for years.

It took the GG movement to prompt the digging for this information. This is not just about GG. This important for /pol/ as well. I highly suggest investing the time into watching this video and digging through the information dump.

No, this is an unlisted youtube video. This information just needs to be spread. There is no monetary gain to be had from this video.

5 Big Banks Plead Guilty To Felonies Of Rigging Currency Markets

AND NOT A SINGLE BANKER WILL BE GOING TO JAIL!

Color me surprised! They get a $5.7 billion fine (read: slap on the wrist) and get sent on their merry way to commit the same crimes all over again. THEIR BANKSTER FRIENDS ARE THE ONES PRINTING THE FIAT MONEY IN THE FIRST GODDAMN PLACE.

http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/05/19/banks-forex-settlement-idUSL1N0YA2U320150519


When the FUCK are people going to finally get PISSED OFF as I am and demand these criminals and anyone else involved be put behind bars for the rest of their lives?

When will we be free of this global financial tyranny, /pol/?

THIS NEEDS TO BECOME AN INTERNATIONAL SCANDAL TOMORROW!!

TPP Infodump Board:


http://rt.com/usa/257527-tpp-deal-trump-criticism/

Because not being able to see what our congressmen are voting on is the pinnacle of open, transparent representative government.

Is the TPP why we’re getting slid to hell and back? They’re voting on it on tuesday.
BO EDIT

The old /polmeta/ Board Owner has transferred ownership to me. Meta issues will be dealt with on that board. Any meta issues posted on /pol/ will be locked and redirected to /polmeta/.

Current Rules for /pol/:

1. Follow the Global Rule.
2. No spamming. Doing so will result in a ban.
3. Duplicate threads will be deleted. Check the Catalog.
4. Non-politics related threads are frowned upon and will result in ban and deletion. Bans will be up to the Board Owner or Board Volunteer’s discretion.

If you don’t get what /pol/ is about, lurk more.

---

So I just started watching this show called “Between” on Netflix.

So far in episode 1 the black male character has:

1. Joined the military
2. Stopped a Highway robbery
3. Then turned in the robbers to police
4. Delivered a white girl’s baby
5. Buried his father by himself after his death.
6. Saved his little sister.

The only black female is 21 and teaches high-school because she already has her masters and is a genius.

The white characters.

One is a rich spoiled kid that almost killed someone on the road driving.

Another is a drug dealer that bought illegals handguns.

A third stole the rich kid’s truck to go joy riding.

A fourth is a computer hacker that steals gov data.

A fifth with blonde hair and blue eyes is in prison and has Nazi tattoos.

One white female is a religious fanatic, the other is pregnant and selling her baby on the black market for money.

The Hispanic male in prison is a murder, but the Hispanic female is the prison guard. The fat white prison guard bailed and let the Hispanic out to go kill the white guy.

Fucking Jews man.

---

Conscription

Is mandatory military service a good idea?

Some argue that it:

> is the only feasible way for small and/or poor countries to build an army
> makes men out of boys
> teaches valuable skills
> prevents the military from being alienated from the general population
Hello /pol/, I've been thinking a lot about the future of /pol/ and what we can do to improve it. If you want to try and contribute remember:

1. Keep it realistic.
2. Keep an open mind to ideas, don’t post things you don’t want to be scrutinized.
3. This is a serious discussion, try to keep it on topic, ignore shills.

I’m making this thread for a few reasons, mainly because I want to know what I can do to help the community of /pol/ and I have yet to see a thread about this on /pol/ so I think it would be interesting to hear everyone’s ideas and opinions about this, so one day we can work toward a better or at least improved /pol/.

The World Burns

ITT:

I'd like to discuss the following:

1. Anti Xtian Sentiment & why
2. Why this is being posted/relevant on /pol/
3. Signs of the times we’re living in & red pill of prophecy
4. The bible is like /pol/
5. The World will burn. Get ready for the final exodus

1. Anti Xtian Sentiment

What many /pol/acks don’t realise is that Christians do actually give God and the faith a bad name. This could be due to a variety of factors including:

>hyper grace/tolerance of evil. (We are called to judge righteously)
>only a supposed love & no discipline. (Lead your child in the ways of the Lord so that he may not stray. You need discipline in order to be a loving relationship.)
>the emphasis in partaking in man made, religious, rituals. (without understanding the origins of these rituals)
>the lack of the church waking up/not questioning the messages they’re hearing on a Sunday and not checking to see if it aligns with biblical views.

Christianity is the only belief system in the world that claims to have the only way to Salvation. It is a belief that God seeks man and when we draw close to him, He draws close to us.

It is the only belief that claims to be the ultimate Truth.

There are many many many red pills in the bible. There are many ultimate truths in the bible. The bible is a moral lifestyle compass that stands in the way of the world filling with eniquity.

2. Why this is being posted/relevant on /pol/

I will not post this in /christian/ as I find their religious spirits trump God’s word and thus, I felt that it’d be more value to the /pol/ack since I’ve been on /pol/ for years and I’m not jumping ship. If you’re a visitor, feel free to copy and paste and send it to them. Furthermore, I believe the contents of this post are more /pol/ orientated due to the following beliefs we share - secular or non-secular. The following is what Christians should know

Xtians are called to stand against degeneracy. Love thine brother, hate sin.

Xtians are called to not tolerate sin

/pol/ hates degeneracy

Xtians are called to raise up a following, to save, heal and deliver. To set the captives free. The Truth will set you Free.

/pol/ evangelises red pills and uncovers many truths in search of the ultimate Truth.

Xtians are not supposed to marry into other nations.

/pol/ is against multiculturalism.
Based Kaczynski

He blows up the tall tale, told by our anarchist and Marxist rivals, that hierarchy and discrimination come solely from class-inducing economies.

Linked below is The Truth About Primitive Life: A Critique of Anarchoprimitivism which actually debunks all ideas that material class is the only thing keeping us from being an equal and homogenous humanity.

If this were so, we would expect hunter-gatherer societies (which do not follow economies necessitating class stratification) to be wonderful SJW utopias. Kaczynski shows that this alleged social equality has been majorly lied about:


the white birth rate problem

Since the industrial revolution we tend to frown on people having more then 3 kids. Meanwhile the undeveloped still stuck in agrarian societies out breed us and will HAVE to colonize us with or without the aid of the no-borders lobby.

There are exceptions. Amish for instance breed MASSIVELY. There will be 1 million by 2040 from and original cult of only 200. Do you plan on having kids? Chinese and Japanese have a plummeting birth rate as they have left the agrarian lifestyle. Is there a way to stay modern AND keep a culture of many kids without going Fundamentalist Mormon or praying my kid marries a Duggard? Is there a way to encourage a low birth rate among the non-whites like Planned Parenthood’s founder did? How can we help?

I got a brilliant idea.

operation: The lion, the which, the mattress and JUDGE JUDY

Step 1: Give EMMA aka the which the idea to sue Paul aka the lion fore some bullshit carefully manipulated by social engineering

Step 2: Make her take her mattress white her.

Step 3: ???

Step x: watch the most glorious anal rape of Emma¨s story and laugh.

step 5/90: profits

Kill retarded, unwanted babies

So here’s the situation: If you get a baby, but you don’t want it, or you can’t afford it, even after abortion, you should be able to say "No thanks". And after birth they kill the baby.

Or what if you do want a kid, but it has down? Or some other disease which makes the kid barely human? "No thankst", and throw the baby away.

I wish people weren’t so sensitive like "But it’s a human life!

Shut the fuck up, it has barely lived.
Overvalued in Silicon Valley, but Don’t Say ‘Tech Bubble’

TECH BUBBLE 2.0 INCOMING

> It is a wild time in Silicon Valley. Two-year-old companies are valued in the billions, ramshackle homes are worth millions and hubris has reached the point where otherwise sane businesspeople muse about seceding from the United States.

> But the tech industry’s venture capitalists — the financiers who bet on companies when they are little more than an idea — are going out of their way to avoid the one word that could describe what is happening around them.

> Bubble.

> Today, people see shades of 2000 in the eye-popping valuations assigned to private companies like Uber, the on-demand cab company, which is raising $1.5 billion at terms that deem the company worth $50 billion, and Slack, the corporate messaging service that is about a year old and valued at $2.8 billion in its latest funding round.

> A few years ago private companies worth more than $1 billion were rare enough that venture capitalists called them “unicorns.” Today, there are 107, according to CB Insights, enough that venture capitalists had to create a second term — “decacorn” — for private companies like Uber and the data analysis company Palantir Technologies that are worth more than $10 billion.

> The problem with the bubble question is nobody seems to agree on what exactly a bubble is. Robert Shiller, an economist whose work on stock prices earned him the 2013 Nobel Prize and who wrote the bubble book “Irrational Exuberance,” defined speculative bubbles as “a psychological epidemic” in which people put reason aside and instead buy into a story.

> Some investors go so far to avoid the word bubble that they describe situations that sound quite a bit worse.

> Take Charlie O’Donnell, founder of Brooklyn Bridge Ventures. His view is that when it becomes harder to raise money, companies that are funding losses with outside money will be forced to find profitability by cutting jobs and slowing expansion plans, Mr. O’Donnell said.

> But that is not a bubble, he said. Rather, as he outlined in a recent blog post, that would be “the coming zombie start-up apocalypse.”

> [https://archive.is/XbpvE](https://archive.is/XbpvE)

> [http://pastebin.com/mfezgpDh](http://pastebin.com/mfezgpDh)

I was made to talk to their wives on the phone while they raped me, on many occasions. They found it funny, the men
I have had a razor blade squeezed into the palm of my hand.
I've been peed on, spat on, slapped, kicked, punched, called a white whore.
They tried to get me to marry Muslim men into the country.
They wanted to take me to Pakistan a few times. Luckily for me, I didn’t have a passport.
I can’t even count the amount of times I’ve been passed to Muslim groups.
There were other girls. I wasn’t the only one. There was a lot they did to us. None of them were ever nice.
in the article it just goes on and on, read it for your selves
this is happening to thousands upon thousands of british schoolgirls allover the UK

It’s the Jews.
I’ve noticed that a lot of posting has been going on about the illuminati and the freemasons lately and to be quite honest I believes shills be shillin’, the freemasons are quite clearly Jewish puppets and should only be taken into consideration as traitors in the big picture known as the Jewish problem. Weather or not you believe that the protocols of the elders of zion are real or not, I personally believe them to a planted fake to discredit anyone picking up on the obvious Jewish activity, but it lays out pretty well the role of freemasons, puppets and fall guys.
The Jewish conspiracy is so in your face that you might be tempted to think; “No, it can’t be this simple” but don’t be fooled and don’t take your eye of the ball. The Jewish problem is the absolutely simplest explanation that holds any water and that’s why I believe it’s the best one. Humans are relatively shallow and unless people are brainwashed by torture you will never see the amount of loyalty needed not to spill the beans, this is where the illuminati/freemasonry theory falls apart.
Tribalism is shallow and that’s why it’s so effective, one Jews toenail is worth more than the lives of a thousand gentiles, it’s religion and blood tied into one, there is no need for an overly elaborate and complicated indoctrination, recruitment and conspiracy when you’re born into a tribe of self-romanticising narcissists who own or chair everything in the western world.

Swedish guy loses his shit over the government evicting native Swedes from their homes to make room for “Asylum seekers”
https://youtu.be/7Q2xP1jei1c

So I’m at the airport and I see this clearme.com line with no one in it.
I think "Kikes making money off blowing up the WTC. Makes sense they don’t want to wait in line like those they rule." and laugh to myself.
Then I see a business suit wearing jew walk up and go right through without being searched.
I pull up the website on my phone and half the VPs are heebs.
Why are you always right pal?

What do you guys think of this?
As a teen, I totally agreed and thought it was a profound wisdom. I was the type to think man as wild, fallen beasts who don’t need structure/culture/government.

But now I realize that this fucker is a borderline cultural marxist pointing out that psychedelics can be used to subvert a society’s culture.

Is this the red pill? Or am I thinking too far into this?

---

The Greatest Story Never Told

Guys, IT’S SORT OF HAPPENING.

>http://imgur.com/gallery/g0JLkkh

This is in the front page of imgur (reddit’s image host).

The redpill the widespreading.

For those who has account there, UPVOTE THAT SHIT.

As far as I see that isn’t a raid by 4chan or us.

For newfags around here today, watch this documentary:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vnu5uW9No8g

>Yes, sometimes I browse imgur to not become insane

>mfw the truth even hunts me there

---

conspiracy meme digging thread

I found the source of the illuminati meme, as it is used in the modern media, my method was to simply search for the oldest references in internet history to this conspiracy.


written by

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gary_Allen

Does anyone have an idea if this dude had psyOPS training, or if he had a military background?

---

Permanent Michael Brown memorial planned at shooting site

FERGUSON, Mo. (AP) — The makeshift mid-street memorial that marked where Michael Brown was fatally shot by a police officer last summer was cleared out Wednesday — what would have been his 19th birthday — amid plans to install a permanent plaque in his memory nearby


Brown’s father walked up, toting the weighty metallic plaque that features an inscription borrowed from a popular memorial prayer and will immortalize his son perhaps as early as Thursday. Brown’s father had said the plaque would be placed in the street, but Knowles later told The Associated Press it would be installed on private property near a sidewalk in the general area.

"I would like the memory of Michael Brown to be a happy one," the marker reads, bearing a likeness of Brown in a graduation cap and gown. "He left an afterglow of smiles when life was done. He leaves an echo whispering softly down the ways, of happy and loving times and bright and sunny days.

"He’d like the tears of those who grieve, to dry before the sun of happy memories that he left behind when life was done."
Blacks are Shit

Blacks are shit in America.
Blacks are shit in Europe.
Blacks are shit in modern Africa.
Blacks were shit in colonial Africa.
Blacks were shit pre-colonial Africa.
Blacks are shit in countries where they form a minority.
Blacks are shit in countries where they form the majority.
Blacks are shit in their countries which were never or minimally colonised.
Blacks are shit in their countries where colonial powers have bequeathed them infrastructures and schools.
Blacks are shit when ruled by Islamist, Communist, Socialist, Tribal, Liberal, Republican and Nationalist regimes.
Blacks are shit when taken as slaves to Arabia, the Americas and the Caucasus.
Blacks were shit when introduced to their Madagascan, Northern African and Semitic neighbours.
Blacks were shit when adopted by whites.
Blacks were shit when raised by blacks.
Blacks were shit when raised by single parents.
Blacks were shit when raised by nuclear parents.
Blacks were shit when raised in heterodox family units.
Blacks are shit in academia.
Blacks are shit in employment.
Blacks are shit at organisation.
Blacks are shit when supported with aid and investment.
Blacks are shit when not supported with aid and investment.
Blacks are shit when judged by IQ.
Blacks are shit when judged by poverty.
Blacks are shit when judged on crime and recidivism.
Blacks are shit when judged by artistic, linguistic and cultural complexity.
Blacks are shit when judged by their level of civilisation.
Blacks are shit when judged on an interpersonal basis.
Blacks are Shit

Why is something that was so glaringly obvious half a century ago so controversial today? A ubiquitous truth known across continents, across ages, across cultures. The blacks haven’t changed but we have. Why?

Rich Whites Hate Their Own People

The rich white people, our elites, they must hate us. I’m convinced of it now, why else would they get so deeply into bed with the Jew, why would they whore out their young women to blacks, why would they send their young men to die in the kikes wars?

It’s all that makes sense; they hate us, but for some reason this hurts a great deal. I always thought most rich whites held a degree of responsibility for the whites under their care. A few bosses still behave in this way to their lucky workers.
I guess it gets worse the higher up the food chain you go. The people at the top have no loyalty to anything. For some reason though the fact that the rich whites treat their own with such contempt and hatred makes me sad.

They don't just ignore us, they are actively destroying their own civilizations. It must be pure refined hatred.

I just saw this, I'm filled with rage.

>inb4 two years old; I know

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=1kADM13uk5k


>Net migration to UK reaches 318,000
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-32816454

>EU pushing for a United States of Europe

>Scandal of foreign nurses with bogus papers as ‘devil’ nurse faces jail for killing two patients

>It's not racist to worry about foreign nurses, writes NHS psychiatrist MAX PEMBERTON
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3088626/It-s-not-racist-worry-foreign-nurses-writes-NHS-psychiatrist-MAX-PEMBERTON.html#ixzz3a3k6Ww8

>How three-quarters of migrants from Eastern Europe are in unskilled jobs
http://www.express.co.uk/news/politics/578467/migrants-Eastern-Europe-unskilled-jobs

>3 in 4 of Britain’s danger doctors are trained abroad

>Racist row diversity officer could be FIRED after she tweeted ‘KILL ALL WHITE MEN’
http://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/578341/Bahar-Mustafa-Goldsmiths-Student-Union-racism-kill-all-white-men

Reddit polls
http://strawpoll.me/4415779
http://strawpoll.me/4415785
http://strawpoll.me/4415802
http://strawpoll.me/4415816
http://strawpoll.me/4415829

Links copypasted from 293, image random picture

Are the Leftists doing Gods work /pol/?

Shall we encourage more of these crazy people, they are probably the best redpill on the planet then and niggers/mudshits.
Just a reminder, Black Bike Week officially kicks off today in Myrtle Beach, SC. 7 shot and killed last year. NAACP filed multiple law suits due to discrimination of businesses shutting down. Their official website touts 500k people coming into town. Chimpening bound to happen?

Plenty of web cams and traffic cams available:
http://www.funbeaches.com/beach_cams-new.html
http://www.511sc.org/

Anyone watching?

Asian SJW suggests Asian meritocracy not suitable for anyone

> I was reminded of all this by the controversy that erupted this week when online comments made by Duke University professor Jerry Hough about an editorial published by The New York Times came to light.

> The Times editorial “How Racism Doomed Baltimore” highlighted the historical, institutional forces that have turned Baltimore, a city that is two-thirds black and the sixth most segregated city in the nation, into a volatile petri dish of poverty, endemic violence and urban despair.

> Hough had a heated response to it that drew a firestorm of reaction on the essay’s discussion thread – generating a wave of outrage as well as more than 220 “recommends” to date.

> “The blacks get awful editorials like this that tell them to feel sorry for themselves,” he wrote. “In 1965 the Asians were discriminated against as least as badly as blacks. … So where are the editorials that say racism doomed the Asian-Americans. They didn’t feel sorry for themselves, but worked doubly hard.”

> The comment, from a tenured professor at a leading institution of higher education, sparked uproar among those who correctly pointed out that the statement disingenuously ignores the uniquely oppressive circumstances under which African-Americans arrived in the United States. While other groups experienced hardships in the course of immigration, no other population came to this nation as chattel property. And then there was the corrosive legacy of segregation, Jim Crow and broad-based discrimination that continued long after the end of slavery, and that still overshadows black life in America today.

> But Hough’s comment is problematic on another front as well, and it’s one that references an ugly old trope that’s gained fresh momentum in recent years: The positioning of Asian-Americans as a “model minority” that African-Americans should emulate if they want to rise out of the circumstances this nation has imposed upon them.

> Look at the Asians, goes this line of argument. They’ve done what needs to be done to succeed here – they’ve worked hard, they’ve embraced this nation in all of its upwardly mobile glory. They’ve also integrated with America, by which those espousing this view typically mean “white America,” as can be seen by the rest of Hough’s comment in which he points out that his Asian students have adopted a “very simple old American first name that symbolizes their desire for integration” while “virtually every black has a strange new name that symbolizes their lack of desire for integration.” And he also suggested that Asians at Duke actively engage in interracial dating with other races, while blacks avoid doing so out of fear of “ostracism from other blacks.”

> There are so many ways that this kind of praise is actually damnation.

> For a start, it suggests that assimilation and cultural erasure are the only means to succeed in America. It dismisses those who don’t succeed in the precise ways that white America defines as success as failures, and blames them for their inadequacy and laziness. And it sets America’s striving masses against one another – dividing communities that should by all rights be finding common cause and fighting shared ills. The net effect is that in times of unrest, anger is redirected away from an unjust establishment and toward closer and more immediate targets for rage.

> We who grew up experiencing the same kind of language from our parents should be wary of it when we encounter it as adults. The sad thing, though, is that many Asian-Americans – too many – not only accept these false terms as factual, they actually embrace the hype. It’s a core rationale fueling the drive by some Asian-Americans to strike down race-based affirmative action, for example.

I personally don’t understand how a culture of assimilation, emulating hard work and success of other people is considered ‘hype’, because it has proven time and again to work, and because that is something blacks could learn from.

And given the amount of degeneracy flooding the media today, everyone could benefit from it.

Israel’s new deputy foreign minister: ‘This land is ours. All of it is ours’

I’m not JIDF, but please understand /pol/ I’m finding myself strangely attracted to her..

Maybe its her openly condescending the Palestinians, or her head resting in her hands. or even the lack of the typical mongol [ew features and white skin—

I’m scared /pol/, I’m honestly scared this one will do damage..

Anyway enough shitposting here’s the archive and material:
https://archive.is/GDjOa

Source is the fucking Guardian.
Israel’s new deputy foreign minister on Thursday delivered a defiant message to the international community, saying that Israel owes no apologies for its policies in the Holy Land and citing religious texts to back its belief that it belongs to the Jewish people.

The speech by Tzipi Hotovely illustrated the influence of hardliners in Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu’s new government, and the challenges he will face as he tries to persuade the world that he is serious about pursuing peace with the Palestinians.

With Netanyahu also serving as the acting foreign minister, Hotovely is currently the country’s top full-time diplomat.

In an inaugural address to Israeli diplomats, Hotovely said Israel has tried too hard to appease the world and must stand up for itself.

“We need to return to the basic truth of our rights to this country,” she said. “This land is ours. All of it is ours. We did not come here to apologise for that.”

Hotovely, an Orthodox Jew, laced her speech with biblical commentaries in which God promised the land of Israel to the Jews. Speaking later in English, she signalled that she would try to rally global recognition for West Bank settlements, which are widely opposed.

“We expect as a matter of principle of the international community to recognise Israel’s right to build homes for Jews in their homeland, everywhere,” she said.

Hotovely will manage the ministry’s day-to-day functions, but Netanyahu will remain in charge of foreign policy.

During the recent election campaign, Netanyahu angered his western allies by saying he would not permit the establishment of a Palestinian state on his watch. On Wednesday he told the visiting EU foreign policy chief that he remains committed to a two-state solution.

Netanyahu’s spokesman, Mark Regev, declined comment on Hotovely’s speech, but said Netanyahu’s statements Wednesday reflected his policy.

Okay serious question /pol/ if Israel can be this blunt. Why doesn’t Australia tell the Abos basically to get fucked. Or even the U.S tell the niggers or Europe the Arabs.

I think this chick is bad news. I admit I’m kinda infatuated. I’ll get on some Natalia pix post haste!

FINLAND NO


How are the Swedes related to these people? First they Rape the USSR while Sweden gets cucked, then they fire depth charges at Subs while Russia plays gaybar music, and now this.

Will Captain Finland turn the tides?

FILTHY KIKE DENTIST TORTURES GOYIM CHILDREN FOR 4 MILLION IN MEDICAID

“In December 2014 Brandi Fagg took her daughter to the dentist for a cleaning, was told everything looked great. Sunday she received a call saying she needed to bring her back ASAP because one tooth in the front was having problems coming out and the adult tooth was poking through well. She returned her daughter to the dentist on Monday and after waiting for two hours Dr Schneider called her daughter back but refused to allow her mother to accompany her. At the time, she didn’t know this was against the law so she didn’t go back. Brandi sat in the waiting room three more hours waiting for her daughter to have one tooth pulled. Brandi went to the window three times to see what was going on and received no answer or explanation. Finally a hygienist came into the waiting room and explained that there had been an accident.

Upon entering the exam room Brandi observed that her daughter had bruises and scratches all over her. The hygienist explained that they had her on a papoose board and had stepped out the room for a moment. When they came back in they had found her daughter face down on the floor. This was upsetting enough but when Brandi walked out to the car her daughter told her the unthinkable "Mommy they lying to you the man threw me and choked me while the lady sat on me." This was the first time her daughter had removed the gauze from her mouth and at that moment she noticed her daughter was missing 7 teeth all she had left were back teeth.

Brandi took her daughter straight to the emergency room and called the police. Her daughter had fractured nose, a large lump on her head, a black eye and a bruised hand print around the neck. Unfortunately, the police can’t press charges because Dr. Schneider is not a care giver and her daughter is the only witness.

Since publicizing her story, Brandi has been approached by many other parents who have reported similar instances with their own children. You can see how Dr. Schneider’s business has been reviewed on Google and other sites. We do not want Dr. Schneider to be run out of town only to practice dentistry in another place. Please petition the American Dental Association, Florida Dental Association and the Florida Board of Dentistry to review the allegations against Dr. Schneider and revoke his license.

TL;DR Kike doctor mutilates children for decades and rakes in the dough… We will see if chosen one’s will protect their own once again.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=plbWcmgVd8g

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8nifjOq29pM

Shamchat thread
It’s been a long time since we’ve had one of these. Tumblrites and Redditors use it often, so this should be fun.

http://www.shamchat.com

100chars100chars100chars100chars

R: 44 / I: 9 / P: 3

The Neolithic Revolution has destroyed humanity

Was the neolithic revolution what ultimately lead to the destruction and degeneracy of humanity?

If humanity had kept the hunter gatherer lifestyle humans would be taller and more aesthetics. Legit humans would have more defined jaws and be more taller and more muscular. Back then incels and ugly autists could not acquire money and status. Men would have much thicker necks. Back then only one out of 17 men reproduced. Betas knew their place and would take care of the alpha’s child.

They know their sperm is weak and self sacrifice their genes for the genes of the tribal alpha.

Legit humanity would be gods on earth without the neolithic revolution and allowing society to become populated with incels.

However there is hope if the following

.Allow only the best looking

R: 418 / I: 128 / P: 3

Cuckelodeon Thread 4: Infographic Complete

Nickelodeon is airing a show, created by a cuckold pornographer, with cuckoldry elements hidden therein.

For those who yet don’t know, a new kid’s show on Nickelodeon, Bella and the Bulldogs, was created by someone responsible for cuckold pornography (and co-created by a you know what).

The show has many allusions to cuckoldry peppered throughout, as shown in the infographic. The pornographer creator’s Facebook page shows his true behavior. His interests include porn stars responsible for interracial cuckold pornography.

The infographic is under 5 megabytes, so it can be posted on Twitter and elsewhere.

Associations to contact

Viacom (Nick’s parent corporation)
http://www.viacom.com/pages/contact.aspx#

Nickelodeon
http://www.nick.com/info/report-a-concern.html

Parents Television Council Contact Page
http://w2.parentstv.org/main/About/ContactUs.aspx

American Family Association Twitter Feed
https://twitter.com/AmericanFamAssc

Traditional Values Coalition Contact Page
http://www.traditionalvalues.org/content/ContactUs.aspx

Focus on the Family Contact Page
http://family.custhelp.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/14190

Christian Coalition of America Contact is at bottom right corner of this page.
http://www.cc.org/about_us

News organizations to contact

Fox
http://www.foxnews.com/story/2010/10/14/contact-us.html

Scroll a bit and the contact information for each specific show is there. BCC your concern to all of them (attach the infographic). I bet Megyn Kelly would at least pick it up if she gets it enough.
I don’t know anything about iReport, but maybe if someone submits it and we all agree with it it’ll get exposure. Is it like social networking in that way?

Other places

Facebook, Twitter, Imgur, Reddit, etc. All the social media garbage sites. Get as many regular people as possible to read the infographic.

Things to say

In your comments regarding demanding the show’s takedown and/or an investigation into its creator, if you are contacting Nickelodeon (or its parent company, Viacom), make sure to mention to them that you will no longer be viewing ANY Viacom properties because of their behavior.

Don’t troll. Don’t call yourself Chaim Yidman when you submit reports. Be sincere, be serious, and be genuine. We cannot allow cuckoldry to pervade our children’s minds. We cannot allow pornographers to make content for children.

Don’t call yourself Chaim Yidman when you submit reports. Be sincere, be serious, and be genuine. We cannot allow cuckoldry to pervade our children’s minds. We cannot allow pornographers to make content for children.

What the fuck is it? An empty ploy to lure the working class away from the SPD? A legitimate part of the Nazi movement until it was cut off by the Night of Long Knives?

Apparently it’s “anti-capitalist” ideology is gaining popularity with some far-right groups in Europe.

Spread this message amerifags

This is the most awe inspiring message i have seen to date. I almost cried at 2:25. Just think of how great a nationalistic power Germany was. If America could only harness 1/2 of this power we could kick all the niggers and mudshits and kikes out of our country.

RISE UP WHITE MAN

THIS IS YOUR DESTINY

Ukrainian Military Captures Two Russian SpecOps Brigade Soldiers

>'Special forces brigade'

>On Sunday, Ukrainian military spokesman Andriy Lysenko said that the two Russian soldiers were captured by the volunteer Aydar battalion in Shchastya, Luhansk region.

>He said this happened close to the front line, without giving further details.

>Meanwhile, Ukrainian MP Anton Geraschenko posted a video purportedly showing the questioning of one of the seized soldiers, who was injured during the fighting.

>The soldier identifies himself as Aleksandr Aleksandrov - a sergeant in the third special forces brigade.

He says he was part of a 14-member group, naming the commander and his deputies.
The video has not been independently verified. Russia has not publicly commented on the latest developments.

>Ukraine and the West have repeatedly stated that thousands of Russia’s regular troops are deployed in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions. Last year, the Kiev authorities posted a video apparently showing Russian paratroopers seized in the region.

>Earlier this week, Russian opposition activists published a report, originally compiled by murdered Kremlin critic Boris Nemtsov, alleging that 220 Russian soldiers had died in two key battles in eastern Ukraine.

>The lull in the conflict in eastern Ukraine since February’s ceasefire has been punctuated by frequent violations.

Source: https://archive.is/jDP66

I guess I’m a DNC member

Hey /pol/ Something very strange just happened to me.

I got a letter in the mail addressed directly to me directly from the Democratic parties headquarters. With a big stamp that says "Official party business open immediately."

Inside was a survey that they sent to only 6000 party leaders around the nation.

I’m not a party leader.

I’m not even liberal, I fucking browse here after all.

What do, /pol/?

The Legality of Organizing a Political Speech

For quite a long time I have felt an intense desire to get out there and do something for our cause. I am very inspired by the rallies given by the National Socialists and by the Roman tribunes. I often simply want to print out some basic flyers and post them all over the town, inviting anyone to come to some suitable location and speak some political sense to them, primarily about the Federal Reserve, the banks, national sovereignty, globalism, etc. I wouldn’t outright point out the jew just yet).

But is this illegal? If I were to post flyers all over town and hold a speech somewhere from whoever shows up, would I suffer some legal consequence? I seriously want to do this, but naturally I don’t want to get incarcerated because of some legality.

Hey /pol/, I once read about how the NSA installs spyware on the hard drive operating system of computers, not the Operating System (Windows, Mac) but the hard drive operating system. So even if you format your hard drive and reinstall your OS, the hard drive OS simply re-installs the spyware again.

Is there any way of detecting if your hard drive OS has been compromised?

Australian Government banned Aussie from entering the Bougainville

Do anyone find this suspicious? Papua New Guinea just found out about the Australian ban and they did not approve this.

Sheboon denies the very existence of black on black crime rates, says it’s "Not a thing" and a "myth."

This is the basic level of discourse for the leftists, deny that leftism has bad outcomes whatsoever. Just look at this fucking comment section.

Also 6:15 when she openly promotes the murder of whites had me livid.

Music

ITT: Music /pol/ likes. A fellow /pol/ack said industrial is the most redpilled genre and I've been listening for years.

Ptc related, absolutely amazing album, 11/10.

---

Nick Bougas (aka A. Wyatt Mann) appreciation thread

Nick Bougas (aka A. Wyatt Mann) appreciation thread

Nick Bougas headed out to Clown Town (Hollywood, Ca.) in 1973 and wound up spending more than thirty years feverishly collecting a variety of rare and unique true crime and movie items. Because he was a studious collector of this brand of material long before it was considered fashionable, Bougas amassed a considerable wealth of knowledge about historical and celebrity autographs and eventually became a respected local authority among the top dealers and collectors in the hobby.

Nick’s early contact with a host of noted killers helped lay the groundwork for a huge wave of national interest in serial and mass murderers---while dabbling on the dark side of collecting, he fell in with a host of celebrated cult figures, artists and underground legends like Jim Goad, Boyd Rice, Coop, G.G. Allin, Charles Manson, Anton LaVey, Timothy Leary, Sam Kinison, Father Larry Wessel, Joe Coleman, Rudy Ray Moore, Forrest Ackerman, Hasil Adkins, Russ Meyer and scores of others. It was an exciting and highly productive time in Bougas’ life---he soon found himself making a string of graphic True Crime video documentaries and routinely scavenging out art pieces for several popular counterculture publications.

Eventually Los Angeles suffered a series of disastrous blows including the deadly Northridge Quake (which left the interior of Bougas’ library-styled Burbank apartment looking just like a landfill) and the ever festive Rodney King riots---Many of Nick’s dearest friends began to flee Los Angeles for other less apocalyptic cities like Portland and Denver---

When he and his devoted “galpal” Sandy realized that they were virtually the last folks left from their once mighty salon---they decided to give up the ghost as well and moved back to Nick’s home state, where they now happily reside in a sleepy rural town best known as the home of late great Hee Haw star “Junior” Samples.

In addition to his UNPOP drawings and documentary films, Nick Bougas is also fairly well known for having compiled a popular celebrity blipper series on audio CD entitled "Celebrities at their Worst" (Volumes One and Two), and was chosen by Church of Satan founder, Anton LaVey, to appear as a guest vocalist on his "Satan takes a Holiday " CD.

Fun facts:

• born and raised in Georgia
• friend of Anton LaVey and Jim Goad
• directed and produced documentaries about Anton LaVey, Goddess Bunny and Charles Manson
• an fan of GG Allin and Captain Beefheart
• has watched Hardcore Pawn
• fascinated by cult cinema
• a member of Jim Goad’s Nierjerk Lounge, where he comments on current events and posts his shops and art
• red-pilled as fuck and proud of it
Der Untergang (Downfall)

In another thread some anons were saying that his film is pretty redpilled.

It’s not. Don’t confuse a sympathetic portrayal of Hitler and the Germans as being redpilled, when really we’re just given more of the 6 million number, an angry Hitler who is proud to have “cleansed the Lebensraum of the Jews,” etc. That main woman character ought to have a talk with Ursula.

my major problem with nazis

I have doing some research and there has been almost only one thing that bothers me about Hitler’s Germany.

Lebensraum

They actually wanted to exterminate the Slavs—Although I am not a Slav myself, I consider them white and their women to be some of the most attractive in the world. This really bothers me, since it seems out of character for Germany to have such barbaric policies—To expel Jews to Palestine is one thing, but to murder or expel Slavs from their native land? Poland is kind of an understandable issue (due to Germanies former borders and stuff), but even Soviet subjects?

Please tell me I’m wrong /pol/ gib me the facts.

Bolsheviks are one thing, but to do that to people (like Ukrainians, Poles, Belarussians) who themselves were subjected to Soviet rule even if they sided with the nazis—- Seems nasty.

Lower Living Standards For The Wealthy!

The upper and middle classes are destroying our resources and need to lower their living standard while simultaneously raising the living standard for the 80%.

Are false rape accusations a psy-op?

As we all know, there’s been a consistent pattern over the last few years of major media outlets throwing lurid rape stories in our faces, only for most of the details to be quietly retracted later when real journalists bother to do real journalism.

We’ve been blaming this on MSM incompetence and SJW hysteria, but it occurs to me there’s another angle that I haven’t seen mentioned before on /pol/.

This realization came when I saw a headline recently about a girl at the University of MN who claimed to be raped at knife-point by strangers in her dorm room. I immediately thought, "Bullshit," and a few days later I was right: a follow-up story said she had a mental health crisis and there was no rape. It felt good to be vindicated, but then I thought, is total disbelief and apathy really the healthiest reaction to a brutal assault? Wouldn’t anger be the more human, instinctive reaction?

It’s like the media is intentionally conditioning us to dismiss anything women, particularly white women, say about rape, to the point where no one takes rape seriously anymore. Why would the media want this? Think about it:

> thousands of girls are being kidnapped and gang-raped in Rotherham! We have to do something!

> lmao, are you really going to believe a bunch of white women? they lie about rape all the time, don’t you read the headlines? those muslim gangs dindu nuffin

We’ve been falling for this evil scheme hook, line and sinker.
FreedomFest for Free

I have the opportunity to go to FreedomFest this summer and have my travel, room, and entrance covered for free.

Anyone been to one of these before? What was it like? I don’t really prescribe to any party, but I guess if you tallied up all my points I’d probably be closest to a Libertarian.

Stand with Rand: Maximum Standing Edition

Time to discuss how to get Paul into the whitehouse. You can expect the media to try to shut down Rand like they did with his dad, so it’s up to us to spread his message across the nation.

Things we’ll need to create:

- Campaign posters
- Campaign songs
- Candidate voting record
- Platform factsheets
- Opponent factsheets

Once we have these, we need to spread them like wildfire. Universityfags need to hang posters everywhere, everyday. Remember to hide ID’s of anti-Rand shills.

This is the best candidate we’ve got!

Just as a reminder:

> end the fed
> do away with the NFA
> counteract the patriot act

American Political Evolution

Recently I’ve been thinking about the American NSM and other Nazi/ NatSoc affiliate movements…

Taking into account the Uber Jew’s snare on Public Media, Education, and well — everything else. The average Joe is too inculcated to think independently. (see /Leftypol/) So what does this mean? It means folks, that the Nazi’s in the US have NO chance of holding office, or being a major political influence of this nation.

So how do we change that? Well, we’re going to have to reinvent our image. A new name for starters: a banner, and a thorough Platform detailing our Agenda, (foriegn policy, taxation, economics, political hierarchy, sphere of governmental influence— stuff like that).

Unfortunately, being a Nazi isn’t the most popular thing to be— that being said, one could take the Marxist route and change the name to something less ‘EVIL’, like how they called themselves the Democratic Socialists party back in 1920’s- 30’s Germany. Something like “The American Leadership Party” ”Vote ME, I got Shekkals” or something to that effect.

So— what can we change to make this system work in JEW-S-A? More specifically— What ideologies/ policies etc. -do you think NatSoc should scrap or retain in order to grow and prosper?

/pol/ WebM

I think we should have a new /pol/-related WebM thread. MP4 files are accepted too.

So go ahead post what you have.

100 characters. Done.
Why don’t you reinforce how straight you are by voting in my wonderful poll. I’m going to all the popular boards on 8chan and posting this poll. Let’s go

http://strawpoll.me/4428685

What is /pol/’s opinion of Malcolm X?

>inb4 nigger, terrorist, commie, black supremacist

I found it interesting that he was advocating racial segregation, something him and George Rockwell (who also admired him) agreed on. Not only that, X also advocated discipline, racial pride and integrity among blacks, something totally lacking today.

I can’t help but wonder if the US govt had worked closer with X regarding the segregation issue - as in actually granting them a separate homeland, things wouldn’t be as bad today.

Can anyone provide Webms/Pictures of Hitler in a positive light? Ex. Casual, with family, with a child, etc. I’ll delete this if too many people complain it’s not /pol/ related

It’s time to take a decision pol, we must decide if christians are heretics or no, the similarities between judaism and christianity are too many, and modern christianity is pretty much a conservative sjws group.

Vote now

http://strawpoll.me/4424620

Bin Laden’s Bookshelf

U.S. Releases Contents Of Bin Laden’s English-Language “Bookshelf”

“Of the 38 full-length English-language books he had in his possession, about half of them were conspiracy theory books” about the Illuminati, Freemasons, and other conspiracy topics.

Texts listed on the “bookshelf” include the Holocaust denier Eliahu头脑 Mullins.
"We tell the Americans as a people, and we tell the mothers of soldiers - and American mothers in general - if they value their lives and those of their children, find a nationalistic government that will look after their interests, and not the interests of the Jews." - bin Laden May 28 1998

BEHOLD THE FLAG OF EARTH

Apparently Sweden is so YES they want to show us lesser humans how our flag should look like, should we start colonizing the stars. I can’t decide what’s my favorite part, the niggress “representing” us or the flag itself.

I’m lazy to find other sources, knock yourself out.

Learning latin?

I’ve started a little project–learning latin. I started with this book Lingua Latina per se illustrata. This guide also helped: https://www.rci.rutgers.edu/~wcd/Latin.htm

Basically, since our heritage is rooted in this language and literature, it makes sense to look at.

The fall of Ramadi and Iraq/Syria tactical updates

Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi ordered government forces to “hold their positions” in Ramadi, after ISIS said it overran the strategic city, his spokesman said.

Security sources also told Reuters that ISIS militants overran one of the last remaining districts held by government forces in Ramadi on Sunday and besieged a key army base on the edge of the western provincial capital, security sources said.

Instead of posting a ton of links I will sum it up: Ramadi is the provincial capital of Anbar province. Islamic State first took over urban areas of the city after simultaneous car bombs. Most of the military and police retreated to a couple of military bases/ command centers on the outskirts of the city and continued to fight from these areas. Islamic State then started shelling the command center and laid siege to the other military bases. Many of the Government troops at this point started fleeing the city and even very well disciplined elite troops of the Shiite militias (who were reinforcements sent from Baghdad) abandoned their positions. Thus a fuck ton of weapons that belonged to the 8th Brigade and the 1st Iraqi division have been captured by ISIS. It is estimated 500-2000 Iraqi government soldiers were killed.

As of now Ramadi is totally under Islamic State control. This can only be compared to the fall of Mosul from a strategic viewpoint.
The map I posted shows the last two government hold out areas (since captured and looted by IS) were most of the Iraqi troops got killed.

Iraqi government column retreating:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_mn7mrEFV10

EU - leaving it

European Union - What are you doing about it?

Without giving too much away. I work for a very large bank in London. You guys have no idea the opposition coming to leaving the eu. There’s a lot of money against us. So we need to fucking get our shit together and start shilling now. Hard.

- The Americans want us to stay because we are a pawn in Europe.
- Big Banks want us to stay for obvious reasons
- Lefties want us to stay because “fuck ukip and labour says we stay”

Popular opinion is it is an even split. Then they said that about the election too. We’re fucked if we don’t shill now. We have at least as many people who voted labour who won’t vote for us. Then we have people who are afraid to vote to leave. So it isn’t actually as even a split as people say.

Here’s your smoking gun. You need to identify your enemies, and work out how to get them.

This is my present to you about lefties. It came from a meeting I was in about how ridiculous some of the EU’s policies were and how they are shocked people aren’t more outraged.

The EU basically requires we buy within the EU first, the CAP subsidises agriculture in Europe and what that means is it fucks over africans.


Here’s the line we need to start feeding out to people.

"Staying in the EU means we don’t get cheaper agricultural products from Africa. If we left it would build up agriculture in africa which would improve their quality of life, economy, and reduce the need for handouts. It would also mean cheaper food for us, and it would benefit people currently struggling under the current governments rules".

So here are the steps:

- Identify our enemies
- Identify our counter arguments to change their minds
- Work out where we disseminate information to
- Gather together as a team, sticky it. Then get in and try to sway mass opinion on key sites like reddit and facebook until we have the popular opinion on major threads.

I know we don’t like reddit etc. But we need to do this, the world is at stake!

Hey guys, I’m a person who believes in flat tax and a free market to the extent of things that aren’t basic Human rights. I agree with socialist policies like Healthcare and the sort. Can someone explain to me why most people will adhere to representing themselves as a single political party rather than being able to say they have independent views that take points from each side and just not adhere to being "Republican" "Democrat" "Left" “Right.”
Cleveland Riots Official Thread

Pictured is a Cleveland firefighter’s account of what’s been briefed to the Cleveland police regarding a certain blackening bound to happen. This is a 60% black city, similar to Baltimore. The difference is that the Cleveland Police are not cucks, which should create some interesting results. With two major racial police cases coming to a conclusion, we are in for a wild ride.

Related links

http://fox8.com/2015/05/12/sheriff-to-give-update-on-death-investigation-of-12-year-old-tamir-rice/


Gavin "Millenials' Buchanan" McInnes

>there will be no more feminists in one generation

Feels gud man, I can’t believe this guy founded Vice

Have you guys realized that “zombies” are a metaphor for niggers yet? Prepping for the “zombie apocalypse” is just a plausibly deniable way to prepare for the upcoming race war.

Speaking of which, Baltimore is experiencing a “zombie outbreak” right now. Bet the whites who are getting ethnically cleansed are wishing they had studied their Brooks and Romero a little harder.

National Socialists under cover in the German military.

Some German ex-military anons from this thread (>>2067677) have said that much of Germany’s military and especially the Falschirmjägers are redpilled an secret National Socialists.

Nearly all the soldiers are there because they want to make their grandfathers proud.

Germanfags, when SHTF what is the likelyhood of a Nationalist military coup happening?

This Is What Sweden’s Most Statistically Sought-After Home Looks Like

https://archive.is/fstCE

The ideal home is an elusive concept that changes with time and place. But Sweden’s most popular online property site Hemnet decided to employ a new model to determine an up-to-the-minute archetype of Swedish residential architecture. They analyzed user data to see what kinds of properties were attracting the most attention, then commissioned architects Tham & Videgård to design a prototype of what the architects are calling “Sweden’s statistically most sought after home.”

The data-driven design is grounded in aspects from two iconic Swedish building types: the Falu red wooden cottage “that represents a tradition of craftsmanship, local resources and carpentry,” founders Bolle Tham and Martin Videgard write in a project description, “and the rational functionalist box, which stands for modernity, function, the future, industrial development and international ideals.”
Greetings from /christian/. You might be busy analysing Bella and the Bull for subliminal messages, but Disney/ABC is coming out with an explicit attack on all that is good and right, with the help of homosexual bigot Dan Savage.

Just watch the video and you’ll know what I mean.

- vile attacks on religion at every opportunity
- promotion of homosex, obviously
- every joke is either about sex or anti-Catholic bigotry
- shoehorning in of parents’ divorce because a traditional nuclear family obviously can’t be portrayed as functioning


Sign the petition!

What have you personally done in your life to minimize the degeneracy? How did you do it?

What more could you do?

We here on /pol/ have to motivate each other to live a more disciplined, honourable and healthy lives and it should be part of our motto as nationalists.

This is happening in Tensta, an area in Stockholm.

apparently 50 youths in Sweden were throwing molotovs at the police.

Obviously the town contains mostly immigrants.

http://www.dagbladet.no/2015/05/22/nyheter/utenriks/sverige/stockholm/brannbomber/39314086/

Howdy fella’s, I just got hired today (I begin work next Tuesday) as a carpenter’s apprentice.

My boss and I hit it off during the interview when I brought up my ultra far-right political leaning, he seemed to like me more when I brought it up

My pay begins at 12$ hourly(40 hour workweek)

It’s a huge facility with state of the art machinery and artisan craftsmen with over 20+ years experience

What do you think?

What do you do for a living, my brethren
Jewish Spin on the Oma Ursula Video

We all knew this would happen. Here's the 2 minute edit of the Ursula Haverbeck Panorama Interview. If you don't have truth on your side, show pictures of dead typhus victims and zyklon b cannisters. Let the rage flow!

Irish Equality Marriage Vote

Current Irish legislation is ambiguous as to whether or not gays can marry in Ireland.

Referendum called to clarify the interpretation as either "yes" or "no".

I'm going out to vote yes in 10 minutes. I've not heard a single good argument from the 'no' side, given that they keep conflating issues that have nothing to do with marriage.

I suspect that most of you /pol/lacks will be pissed at me, but I don't understand why. Sure, SJWs are rubbing their dicks to how progressive they are at telling me to vote yes, and I tell them to fuck off when they do, but nothing about voting yes seems unfair to anyone. So is there really a problem with people having a problem with this?

Have you guys seen the posters calling out the Columbia mattress chick?

https://archive.is/vQhVJ

Check out some of the comments. Anyone questioning her story is labeled a misogynistic MRA.

Will wanting A.I. companionship make me MGTOW?

I honestly feel that at some point in the future, I'll most likely be interacting more with A.I. personas than human ones. And that it will be common for humans and A.I. to have mutually emotional relationships. Given how displaced human woman will be from the breeding cycle, as artificial wombs will destroy a huge percentage of their value to many men, and how much better A.I. will be as mothers anyhow.

Does wanting to have a relationship with a sentient A.I. that will better understand me than I do myself, and also won't use 'her' womb and my offspring as ways to sap as much as they can from the rewards of my ambitions---

So basically, does wanting the clearly better choice make me a MGTOW now? I do not think so, because I do not want to be alone, I don't reject having femininity in my life, or the joys and responsibility of fatherhood either. I just don't want to deal with the game of Russian roulette that comes from entering into a relationship with human woman to achieve all those.

Cuck-Sheds General

Anyone care to share their Cuck-shed photos? Set ups? Current Cuck Projects?

I've been working on some awesome Lego stuff, Lord of the Rings and Star Wars as well--- It's pretty cool. Might start painting some figurines when I save up a bit more pocket money.
Jamal’s gonna be over all weekend so I gotta stay busy.

Anyways this is my set up its pretty sweet.

Daily reminder that gold and silver are best, and that paper "money" and those stupid bitcoins everyone was sperging about are shit.

Ayranism, Breeding and Race (White Ayran Race thread)

Salute /pol/lacks,

>pic related and the old cuckchan thread
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/26801425/#26802590

Today i want to talk about circumcision and race in a more medical way (and socio-political environment). Just read some of the stuff (both link and pic are pretty similar). So this thread should be all about Ayranism, the history of white people (primarily) and everything related. I don't have a good "theme" for the topic so i just start to ask you some questions. Don’t get me wrong i just fail to come up with something interesting. The rest we could discuss is all in this archive and i highly recommend you to atleast read it once - you might find it interesting.

>(Circumcision, Phimosis)

>Nature often shuts hybrids down with phimosis, nature is reasonable, so if you have one you should consider not breeding, but following ascetic, soul-strengthening, self-bettering, truth-promoting lifestyle focusing on salvation of the souls of your close ones to reap the noblest experience and the results out of this life. The most degenerated - Jews and Muslims found a way around it with infant circumcision, trying to cheat and defile the natural order.

Okay, where should i start? First of all i’m white (no jewish ancestry) and presumably northern europe descent. Chestnut brown hair and blue eyes (and so on). The thing is my mother is of german descent and my father is of prussian descent - so there are naturally racial difference according to this old Ayran White Thread. And he is totally right about the "phimosis". I lurked and asked within my family about it - and the truth is - most of my relatives (from what i know) are either circumcised or have something similiar . So i’m kinda curious about the whole breeding thing the first author (of the archive thread) was talking about. He just said that it wouldn’t be wise. And most of the people i know (just a few) are either circumcised by a young age (presumably 4) just like with me or had a not so drastically surgical intervention. My question however is: What do you guys could tell me about this circumcision-delusion? Is this phimosis that i (presumably) had a reason for me not to breed? Should i (as a european-hybrid) of those ayran races really consider not breeding? If i should breed - what should preserve the most (e.g. what kind of women??) Should i just kill myself? I really want to help our Volk and brothers - but i don’t know what to do. I really like also to read about your experience.

>The ancestry is more strongly passed by the father in humans. Both biologically and morally. Father is always the best reference.

This is my second point. I always thought the mother was important. My father has maybe the bluest eyes i’ve seen - and i inherently have much more greyish eyes. What do you guys know about this? Why does my "genes" are so much different? Do we have somebody who knows something about this shit? I really curious (especially for the first part about phimosis and circumcision) to get to know what you guys might have. So lets make a worthwhile thread.

Thank you for possible explanations and for answering my questions.

I’m freaking the fuck out from the doomsday prophecies being tossed around here.

All of it seems to boil down to one element setting it off: debt.

I don’t claim to know much about anything when it comes to the economy, but I do know what my daddy told me growing up. Debt doesn’t exist in the real world, you can’t take a bucket full of debt to the store and buy something, and you can’t run a wood pellet stove on IOU’s.

So my question is, with all the unperforming loans and loss of liquidity and flooded markets and all the other jargon mumbo-jumbo:

WHY CAN’T WE JUST NOT PAY BACK THE DEBT?

What would happen if you just said that you aren’t going to pay the debt because you aren’t going to let your citizens starve to death and kill eachother? If your country had enough resources to sustain itself with food and pow, why wouldn’t you just absolve yourself of debt? Could America feasibly last on its own, isolated from the world?

I don’t want to